SKIN-ON FRIES

TASTES LIKE YOU

WORKED ALL DAY
Why use McCain Skin-On Fries
Real, hand-crafted foods are in and consumers are looking for menu descriptors like fresh, authentic
and made-from-scratch more than ever1. Cut from whole potatoes, McCain Skin-On Fries deliver the
fresh potato taste and hand-cut quality your customers love without the waste and inconsistency of
prepping them from scratch.

Hand-cut Quality

Hands-off Prep

Handy Variety

Customers enjoy the great potato
taste and authentic look they expect
from fries made back of house.

Pre-cut perfection means less time,
labour and waste so you’re free to
do other things.

Choose from a range of Skin-On Fries
to suit your menu.

Just Like
Fresh
With hand-cut quality and true
fresh potato flavor, McCain Skin-On
Fries are just like scratch-made fries
without all the hassle.

1 in 2 people will agree that

they will pay more for a
special type of chip2.

Noticeably cut from

quality potatoes, they
feature a skin-on appearance and
imperfect edges.
Just like freshly cut potatoes,

Skin-On Fries are always best

served right out of
the fryer.

Produced during the months
of March to October in order
to ensure optimum

Prepared just like fresh
potatoes you cut back of house.

skin quality.

Our Skin-On Range
Our Chef Solutions
Skin-On Fries 10mm

Rustic
Fries

Classic Skin-On Fries, thinly
cut ready to be custom-finished
back of house.

Thick cut fries featuring
a ‘rustic hand-cut’
appearance.

SKU Number: 1000002975
Case Configuration: 5kg x 3
TUN: 19310174129758
Cartons per layer: Aus: 8 / NZ: 6
Layers per pallet: Aus: 5 / NZ: 5
Cartons per pallet: Aus: 40 / NZ: 30

SKU Number: 202120
Case Configuration: 2kg x 6
TUN: 19310174021205
Cartons per layer: Aus: 8 / NZ: 6
Layers per pallet: Aus: 6 / NZ: 6
Cartons per pallet: Aus: 48 / NZ: 36
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